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Abstract

The task of network monitoring becomes tedious with increase in the network size, heterogeneity and complexity. The available network monitoring and management solutions are not only expensive but also difficult to use, configure and maintain. Manually pinpointing a faulty device in the large complex network is very tricky and time consuming for network administrators. Thus, an automated system is needed that immediately reports to network administrator about fault type and location as soon as it arises. This paper presents design and implementation of an intelligent network monitoring and reporting back system for large size organizations/industries. It is based on programming open-source tools (such as Nagios and RT) and intelligently integrating them to monitor network devices such as switches and routers. To monitor end-user devices in the network, a software package has been developed using Universal Plug & Play (UPnP) technology. The developed monitoring system immediately notifies network administrator as soon as a network problem arises. The notification message clearly pin points the fault location in network topology, its type and impact on rest of the network. If the network problem is not resolved within the pre-specified deadline, a second notification is sent out to the next responsible person. Thus, all people in the priority list are notified one by one with pre-specified deadlines until the problem is resolved.
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1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 revolutionizes industries by making them more connected than ever before. This disruptive innovation connects plethora of heterogeneous devices which are communicating among each other to perform complex tasks [1]. Due to relying mostly on IP based communication, ensuring availability of devices and services is utmost necessary. Thus, an automatic, flexible and scalable network monitoring and management system is essential for industries. The monitoring system constantly checks the whole network topology for any failing component, device or service interruption and immediately notifies the administrator [2]. The notification messages carry information about faulty services and devices which may have been caused due to misconfiguration, overloaded or crashed servers, cyber attack, network cable disconnection or device power disconnection [3,4]. Due to heterogeneity and complexity in large size industrial networks, manual monitoring the state of each device is very tedious and time consuming task. Further, troubleshooting or pin pointing the fault location and its impact on rest of the network is very challenging [5].

Many network monitoring systems can either monitor core network devices (such as switches and routers) or end-user devices (such as PCs, printers, scanners, etc). Further existing solutions have limited flexibility, scalability and provide insufficient information about the fault location and its impact on rest of the network. This paper addresses network monitoring and management challenges in a more flexible way with the design of a new system. The proposed system is based on programming and integrating open-source tools such as Nagios and Request Tracker (RT) and developing a software package using University Plug & Play (UPnP) technology. The proposed system is not only able to monitor intermediate core network devices but also end-user devices located in private sub-networks. Thus, the network monitoring and management task is divided into two parts: (i) monitoring devices directly accessible from ISP or network control center of the organization and (ii) monitoring devices located in private LANs.

The proposed network monitoring and management system is applicable to any large size organization or industry. However, this paper focuses on university network as a use case example. Fig. 1 depicts the scenario of a university that has several campuses. Each campus has different departments and each department has several private networks (e.g., classes, laboratories, offices, etc). Thus, a large-size university consists of thousands of network devices. Due to limited IPv4 addressing space, universities are normally allocated certain number of public routable IP addresses. The university ISP or network control center
intelligently utilizes these IP addresses for certain devices e.g., campuses and departments. However, network devices in laboratories, classrooms and offices normally have private IP addresses. In some cases, devices in the private subnets are not directly accessible from the university ISP. Thus, it is necessary that network monitoring and management system should be able to monitor all network devices regardless of their direct accessibility from the university ISP. To this aim, proposed system uses Nagios and RT in the university ISP for monitoring all devices in network topology which are directly accessible. A UPnP based monitoring system is developed for monitoring devices in laboratories, classrooms and offices which are not directly accessible from ISP.

In proposed system, the functionalities of network monitoring are performed by Nagios [6]. Nagios allows easy extension of functionalities and integration of custom modules or plugins. A complete network topology (i.e., consisting of devices directly accessible from university ISP) is created in Nagios and different monitoring services based on ICMP or SNMP are applied on them. Nagios continuously monitors the devices and services running on them and declares them critical or down after making several predefined number of attempts. When a network device or service is down, Nagios generates a notification which creates a ticket in RT ticketing system with problematic/faulty device information and its impact on rest of the network. RT is responsible for performing the task of fault/problem progress tracking and management [7]. Note that RT is heavily used worldwide by different organizations for tracking and effectively resolving issues/complaints from customers. The scope of RT is quite broad and provides multi-user interface for secure authentication and collaborative management of issues/complaints. The developed UPnP modules are used for monitoring devices in the private LANs. UPnP technology offers auto-discovery, zero-configuration and seamless networking features [8]. Further, UPnP is supported by plethora of heterogeneous devices and does not cause any interoperability and integration issues. The developed network monitoring system immediately informs network administrator as soon as a network device goes down. If the administrator is busy or could not resolve issue within a set deadline, a new notification is sent out with a new deadline to the next responsible person in the priority list. Thus, all people in the priority list are informed one by one until the problem is resolved. The proposed system is intelligent enough to precisely pin point the problematic device and its impact on rest of the network. Further, a single notification is sent out if a parent device in network topology stops functioning instead of sending multiple notifications for all affected child devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses background and related work. Section 3 presents the design of proposed network monitoring and management system. Section 4 provides implementation guidelines. Section 5 presents experimental evaluation of proposed system. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Related Work

Several network monitoring and management tools have been developed over time. The Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) is one of the most commonly used tool for network monitoring that works on Windows and most Linux distributions [9]. It is written in Perl scripting language and uses Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). MRTG generates live visual graphs of all network devices in the HTML pages. These graphs provide information about the traffic load. Manually checking graphs of each network device in MRTG and identifying the problematic/faulty ones is very tedious, inefficient and time consuming task for the network administrator. Another most commonly used networking monitoring tool is Nagios [6]. Nagios is an open-source software tool and is especially designed for monitoring complete infrastructure of enterprise networks for availability of different network services [10]. If a network device is down or any of its network service is down, Nagios raises an alert to the technical staff. Nagios also provides statistics about devices and their services availability.

Several researchers have investigated remote monitoring and management of complex large size networks. Authors in [11] proposed an event monitoring and control system for enterprise networks. The system monitors traffic from network devices to determine their operational status and raises alert to network engineer when failure is detected. Authors in [12] addressed new services in Nagios for monitoring network bandwidth and new form of notifications through email and SMS. These new services increase Nagios scope for even better and improved network monitoring. Authors in [13] addressed how to securely deploy and maintain monitoring services based on Nagios for big enterprise networks. Authors in [14] presented a network monitoring system based on Nagios and designed a more user-friendly and interactive interface. They have extended monitoring functionalities and capabilities through plug-in modules without modifying the Nagios core. Some researchers have also proposed RFID based monitoring and management in industries [14] [15]. Their focus is on...
tracking inventory and incoming/outgoing goods e.g., logistic industry. However, presented RFID approaches do not aim to check presence/availability of a network device or service.

Authors in [4] addressed remote monitoring of a LAN that mainly consists of server devices. The system not only monitors availability and operational status of server devices in remote LAN but also their environment. The monitoring system also uses sensor devices and raises SMS alert to administrator in case of a device failure or hazard (e.g., temperature, power fluctuation, humidity, fire, water, etc). Other similar works are addressed in [16, 17, 18]. Normally, organizations have hierarchical network structure for better flexibility and manageability. Further, individuals at network administration have hierarchical nature in terms of responsibilities and privileges. Therefore, authors in [19] proposed efficient authorization function with unified authentication and demonstrated it for hierarchical network monitoring system.

Due to increasing network complexity and heterogeneity of devices, the conventional manual methods for network monitoring and management become tedious as well as time consuming. Even available automated network monitoring options are quite complicated and expensive to deploy and maintain. [5, 20, 21, 22]. To ease the installation, configuration and maintenance of network monitoring for large size heterogeneous networks, authors in [23] implemented and testing an ICMP based automated solution that monitors entire network and is also backward compatible to support non-SNMP based devices. Further detailed studies on networking monitoring tools and techniques are available in [24, 25].

Besides reliable and steady operations of the network, authors in [26] also focused on safety and security. They implemented a network monitoring system based on network traffic. A similar work is presented in [27]. Authors in [28] addressed the development of monitoring tool for content-centric networks. Authors in [18] presented a network monitoring and management system for complex university network. However, the monitoring system only monitors network switches and routers and does not monitor network end-user devices. Further, the monitoring system is only applicable to devices directly accessible from ISP and lacks to monitor sub-networks with private IP addresses.

Most previous works were either limited to small LANs or have limited flexibility, limited control and knowledge about fault location. Further, previous network monitoring systems were either limited to core network equipment (e.g., switches, routers) or end-user devices. These are the challenges addressed in this paper with the design of a more efficient, flexible, reliable and scalable network monitoring and management system. The proposed system is based on intelligent integration of Nagios and RT ticketing system [7] along with custom developed software package using UPnP technology.

3. Design of Proposed System

A network monitoring system monitors the whole network topology to ensure that all devices and services are up and running. As soon as a problematic device is detected, it immediately notifies the responsible person. Manually monitoring the state of each device in a complex large network using MRTG graphs or other monitoring tools is very challenging and time consuming. Further, monitoring systems usually lack to monitor devices in low level sub-networks which may not be directly accessible from ISP (e.g., classes, laboratories and office in Fig. 1). The proposed network monitoring system can be used by any organization/industry, but this paper considers a university network as a use case example. The proposed system has been designed with the following objectives:

- Its monitoring functionalities should be continuous and automatic with no or minimal attention required from the network administrator.
- It should offer versatility, portability and dynamic scalability if a device is disconnected or a new device is connected to the network.
- It should be able to monitor core network devices (e.g., switches and routers) as well as end-user devices (e.g., PCs, printers, scanners, copiers, etc).
- It should be able to immediately detect as soon as a network problem arises and notify the network administrator via email or sms.
- It should be vendor independent and capable to monitor plethora of heterogeneous devices from different vendors without interoperability and integration issues.
- It should be able to pin point the exact location of faulty/problematic device in complex network topology and provide enough information about its possible impact on rest of the network.
- It should have low network traffic overhead and should not consume significant resources of the monitored devices.
- It should keep track of changes in the network (e.g., a problem may arise due to change in configurations) and store statistics about a device up and down time.
- It should provide secure remote authentication of the network administrator to the monitoring system.

With these objectives in mind, the design of proposed network monitoring and management system is presented in Fig. 2. It consists of two parts: (i) monitoring of devices directly accessible from university ISP (depicted in Fig. 2(a)), and (ii) monitoring of devices in private LANs e.g., classes, laboratories, offices, etc (depicted in Fig. 2(b)).
3.1. Network Monitoring Using Nagios and RT

It can be observed in Fig. 2(a) that main network monitoring and management task is performed by Nagios and RT ticketing system for devices which are directly accessible from the university ISP. Nagios is an open-source tool, specially designed for monitoring status of devices and services. It continuously probes devices and services and sends out notification when any fault is detected [10]. It is widely tested on Linux based systems, however, it is equally suitable for other operating systems as well [6]. It is based on Perl scripting language and a complete network topology can be programmed using specific instructions. While programming the network topology, Nagios also provides options to define a device as child or parent of other devices. When a parent device becomes faulty, all child devices will also become unreachable. However, Nagios can be configured to send only one notification for parent device instead of sending notifications for all affected child devices as well. The parent-child relation is very common in network topologies. An example is shown in Fig. 3 for a university network where Nagios is monitoring different network clusters. Each network cluster can be regarded as a different university campus. Each campus will then have different departments as child devices. If the main router of a campus becomes faulty/unreachable, all its child departments will also become unreachable. For sake of clarity, a Nagios notification about a parent device indirectly indicates that all of its child devices are also affected.

Different types of services can also be defined in Nagios for each device in the network topology. Nagios provides web-based interface to graphically analyze the status of devices and services. It also provides statistics about a device/service up and down time and automatically sends notification (e.g., email) when the state of a device changes. The types of services supported by Nagios include but not limited to ICMP PING, SNMP, HTTP, SMTP, NNTP, etc. Nagios monitors devices and services with two terms: (i) status and (ii) type of state. Status represents the present status of a device or service and its possible values are up, down, unreachable and critical. Whereas, the type of state is useful in alert/notification process and can have possible values of soft or hard. The type of state determines the final resulting status of a device or service before sending out notification. To avoid sending false/wrong notifications due to packet loss or glitch in the network, Nagios performs pre-defined number of checks on devices and services before deciding about their final status. The number of pre-defined checks is represented by ‘max_check_attempts' when programming and configuring devices and services descriptions. If the number of attempts performed by Nagios are less than max_check_attempts, the non-OK state of a device or service is declared as soft error state. The state is declared as hard error state if the number of checks performed by Nagios exceeds max_check_attempts and each check results...
in non-OK state. In hard error state, a device or service is declared as down. Similarly, when a device or service recovers back, Nagios first assigns soft recovery state and then ultimately replaces it with hard recovery state when a device/service consistently appears as OK in number of checks more than max_check_attempts. When the state of a device changes to hard error state, Nagios sends out problem notification. Similarly, when the state of a device changes to hard recovery state, Nagios sends out recovery notification.

The proposed network monitoring and management system also uses RT which is heavily used by different organizations worldwide for offering services to clients and managing their complaints [7]. RT also provides convenient web-based interface with several interesting features (normally required by organizations) such as multiple user accounts, concurrent accessibility and control, email interface, remote accessibility, generation and tracking of notifications/events, etc. RT is open-source and has support for different operating systems including Windows and Linux. Based on the functionalities of RT, a database is required to be installed and properly configured which can be MySQL, ORACLE, POSTGRESQL, etc. The main engine of RT is based on Perl scripting language and requires also Apache web server. Custom scripts can be prepared for RT to send an automatic response to a given event.

In the proposed network monitoring and management system, RT manages the notifications generated by Nagios. Each Nagios notification creates a ticket in RT which is forwarded via email to the network administrator with a specific deadline to resolve the issue. Every RT ticket has a unique identification number and contains information about the problematic device. The responsible person or network administrator can remotely access RT server and work on the ticket. If he is unable to work on the specific issue, he can also assign that ticket to another responsible person. However, if the ticket is not resolved within set deadline (e.g., 3 hours), another notification is sent out to the next responsible person in the priority list and so on (until the issue is resolved).

At present, many organizations use cloud for storage and computation purposes. Migrating an organization’s infrastructure as a cloud service is still very limited. To avoid the risk of breaking system and prevent service interruption, many critical industries (e.g., power companies) hesitate migration to the cloud-based orchestration and infrastructure management. However, it is worth mentioning that proposed monitoring system can be used by both, cloud and non-cloud enabled organizations. Nagios has the capabilities to monitor an organization’s cloud services or can be deployed itself in the cloud to probe presence of devices and services. Any device or service (physical or virtual) which is accessible over IP network (or accessible from the cloud) can be monitored by Nagios.

3.2. Network Monitoring Using UPnP

As shown in Fig. 2(b), a UPnP based service is developed for monitoring devices in the private LANs (e.g., classes, laboratories, offices, etc) which are not directly accessible from university ISP. The network end-user devices are quite heterogeneous and are from different manufacturers. Therefore, a unique monitoring system is required that does not cause any interoperability and integration issues for devices from different manufacturers. The UPnP can be a suitable choice as it is supported by almost every type of network device including routers, PCs, printers, copiers, scanners, etc. Further, UPnP offers auto-discovery, zero-configuration and seamless networking features and does not cause interoperability and integration issues. It enables a device to automatically discover presence of other devices in the network without requiring any configurations. Unlike routers and switches, network end-user devices more frequently connect and disconnect to the network and create uncertainty if a device is down or intentionally powered-down. This makes UPnP even a more better choice that can easily deal with dynamic changes in the network. Further, UPnP is ideal choice from network scalability point of view. As soon as a device is attached to the network, it is automatically discovered by the UPnP server. Thus, network size can dynamically scale in UPnP technology without requiring any configurations from the administrator. In the proposed UPnP based monitoring system, Universally Unique IDentifier (UUID) is used for a device identification purpose. Instead of IP address, the choice of UUID for identification is motivated based on the fact that devices may be using DHCP (i.e., they don’t have fixed IP). UUID size is 4 times bigger than IPv4 and can uniquely identify 2^{128} number of devices globally. However, it is worth mentioning that UPnP in proposed system is used only at the boundaries of an organization and monitors only small subnets with limited number of devices (usually less than 100).

In the proposed network monitoring system, a UPnP service is developed and run on the network switch or router that automatically discovers presence of all devices.
in the network and tracks their power and operational state. The UPnP service automatically sends an email to network administrator as soon as it detects that a network device became unreachable. For automatic discovery of devices presence in the network, UPnP uses Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP). When a network device power state changes, it immediately notifies UPnP service on network switch/router using General Event Notification Architecture (GENA) protocol. Further, a UPnP device also uses Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to send commands (e.g., to notify UPnP service on switch/router that the device is powered-down intentionally by a user). Thus, UPnP service on switch/router precisely knows the reason that why a network device became unreachable. It then informs the network administrator via email and provides information about the unreachable device.

### 3.2.1. UPnP Device Types

The UPnP device architecture has specified two types of devices: (i) Controlled Device (CD) and (ii) Control Point (CP). The CP functionalities are similar to a client and the CD functionalities are similar to a server. The CP sends requests/commands to the CD which are processed and responded accordingly. Fig. 5 shows the basic building blocks of a UPnP CP. Device Manager handles the list of devices discovered in the LAN and acquires their descriptions. Action Manager has the ability to invoke actions or send requests to the CD. Event Manager handles events based on state variables such as changes in the power state of a discovered device. It also periodically renews subscription of registered devices and deletes a device whose subscription has expired. This subscription renewal and expiry feature is very useful to determine when a network device becomes unreachable.

Fig. 5 shows the basic building blocks of a UPnP CD. The CD offers one or more services to the CP. Description Manager handles device description and also provides it to the CP. The description is expressed in XML format using standard UPnP formatting. Description Manager also periodically advertises CD presence to the CP to renew its subscription lease. Services Manager handles the implementation of different services and actions. The CP can request a service by invoking different actions on the CD. After receiving a request, Services Manager executes or performs a specific task. It also keeps the CP updated through state variables about any change in its operational or power state.

#### 3.2.2. Design of UPnP Service

In general UPnP communication framework, one device implements a CP (e.g., a PC) and other device implements a CD (e.g., a printer). However, in proposed monitoring system, each device implements a CP as well as a CD in order to achieve two way command and control features. The CP on one device enables it to send commands/requests to the CD on other device. The design of UPnP based monitoring system is shown in Fig. 6. The Low-Power (LP) service needs to be executed on all network devices which are being monitored. However, the monitoring service needs to be executed on router/switch or any other LAN device that performs the monitoring tasks. It is worth to mention that LP service also implements a kernel module that tracks changes in the power state of a device and immediately notifies the monitoring service through its CP. When a device receives sleep or shutdown command from user, it takes few seconds to freeze or stop all operations and indeed enter into sleep or shutdown state. This time is more than enough for kernel module to notify the monitoring service. It is also applicable if a network device enters into sleep state due to staying idle for a period of time. The kernel module can also detect if a device battery is low which is quite useful feature for battery powered devices. Based on the information provided by kernel module on a network device, the monitoring service can determine the reasons behind a device unavailability. If a network device subscription expires and becomes unreachable without any notification sent by kernel module, the monitoring service simply assumes that the device network cable or power cable is accidentally disconnected or some misconfiguration took place on the device. In either
4. Implementations

This section provides implementation guidelines for the proposed network monitoring and management system. It consists of several open-source tools as well as custom developed modules. Proper installation, configuration and integration of RT, Nagios and custom developed UPnP based software tools are strictly necessary for achieving the desired objectives. This section presents implementation guidelines in generic way and uses university network as a use case example. By following the specified implementation guidelines, a network administrator can develop the proposed monitoring system for his own organization/industry. In short, this section addresses: (i) installation and configuration of RT, (ii) installation and configuration of Nagios, (iii) programming/formation of network topology, (iv) application of monitoring services on network devices, (v) interfacing RT with Nagios, (vi) development of UPnP client software for end-user devices and (vii) development of UPnP server software for gateway devices (e.g., switches/routers).

4.1. Request Tracker Installation & Configurations

The main engine of RT is based on Perl scripting language and requires also Apache web server. A database is also required which can be MySQL, ORACLE or POSTGRESQL, etc. The complexity in RT installation depends on the operating system. It has been observed that RT installation/configuration on Red Hat operating system is very challenging as many dependencies need to be installed and configured manually. However, Ubuntu or Debian operating system provides much ease in installation of dependencies through ‘apt-get install’ feature. Prior to installation of RT, it is necessary to install and configure Apache web-server, Postfix, Lynx, MySQL server, libdbd-pg-perl (i.e., Perl DBI driver for the PostgreSQL database server) and libapache-dbi-perl (i.e., interface connecting apache server to database via perl’s DBI). After successful installation of these dependencies, RT (i.e., request-tracker) installation should complete without any complications.

During the configuration of Postfix, the system requests to specify Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). The FQDN should be specified carefully as it is a key factor allowing remote global access to RT server. Once RT has been installed, the following important configurations (depending on the organization) need to be specified in ‘RT_SiteConfig.pm’:

```perl
# Configuration file for RT

# Define RT contact
define contact {
  contact_name RT
}

# Set RT variables
Set ($rtname, 'rtName')
Set ($Organization, 'organization')
Set ($CorrespondAddress, rt@FQDN)
Set ($CommentAddress, rt@FQDN)
Set ($WebPath, '/rt')
Set ($WebBaseURL, 'http://FQDN/rt')
Set ($DatabaseType, Typemapmysql)
Set ($DatabaseUser, 'name')
Set ($DatabasePassword, 'password')
```

The Apache web server must be restarted for configurations to take effect. Finally, the RT instance can be accessed in any web browser at ‘http://FQDN/rt’. The default user name is ‘root’ and password is ‘password’. RT allows to create different queues where each queue stores tickets related to specific category/group of events. Fig. 7 depicts queue configuration options in RT. It can be observed in Fig. 7 that a queue ‘University Network Monitoring’ is created as a use case example. A ticket is generated in this queue every time state of a network device changes. The ticket holds information about the faulty/problematic network device. RT also allows to create different user accounts and necessary rights can be assigned to each account for a specific queue as shown in Fig. 8. Further, multiple users can also be grouped together and rights can be assigned to them on global basis. In proposed network monitoring and management system, pending tasks (about faulty/problematic devices) are represented as tickets in RT. A ticket can be assigned to a specific user account and has different attributes (ticket owner, ticket priority, queue, time worked, time left, watchers, status, etc). The owner and requester are default watchers for a ticket. However, additional watchers can also be defined. Priorities can be assigned to tickets in RT within the range of 0-99 (i.e., 99 as the highest priority). A ticket can be given initial and final priority, which increment or decrement based on time left.

4.2. Nagios Installation & Configurations

Nagios installation is comparatively simpler than RT. Executing following command as root user in Ubuntu/Debian operation system completes the installation of Nagios (latest version 3):

```
# sudo apt-get install nagios3
```

After successful installation, a password is assigned to web user account using following command in terminal:

```
# htpasswd -c /etc/nagios3/htpasswd.users username
```

The Nagios monitoring system can be accessed in any web browser at ‘http://FQDN/nagios3’ using default login credentials. Since Nagios has to be interfaced with RT in proposed network monitoring and management system, the RT contact should be defined in ‘contacts_nagios.cfg’.

The following is definition of RT contact:
Figure 7: Creating and configuring queue in RT.

Figure 8: Assigning user rights to the created queue.
4.4. Defining Monitoring Services for Network Devices

Once network devices and groups are defined, the monitoring services can be applied on them. Based on the organization, Nagios may monitor services such as ICMP PING, HTTP, SSH, etc on devices in defined groups. Nagios monitors not only the devices but also services. It is also possible that some services on a device are up/running while the others are down. The basic definition of ICMP PING service (in `services_nagios2.cfg`) on network devices is as follows:

```plaintext
define service {
    hostgroup_name GroupName, other-groups
    service_description PING
    check_command check_ping!100.0,20%!500.0,60%
    use generic-service
    notification_interval 0 ; for re-notification, set > 0
}
```

After defining services, restart the Nagios for configurations to take effect.

```plaintext
# /etc/init.d/nagios3 restart
```

4.5. Interfacing RT with Nagios

Following the installation and configuration of RT and Nagios, they should be properly integrated or interfaced together. Nagios will perform the network monitoring task whereas RT will be used for management activities. Whenever a network device becomes unreachable or recovers back, Nagios sends out a notification which generates a ticket in the specified queue in RT. The ticket can be assigned to different administrative persons based on their availability to resolve the network issue.

An important component in interfacing RT with Nagios is ‘rt-mailgate’. Thus, an alias should be created in ‘aliases’ using the following:

```plaintext
rt: 'rt-mailgate' queue 'RT Queue Name'
```

These configurations will direct Nagios notifications to the specified queue in RT. It is necessary that the name of queue should exactly match the queue created in RT. Further, created users and groups in RT should have appropriate rights to own, modify, delete or forward tickets.

4.6. UPnP Client for Network Devices in Labs and Offices

The UPnP based software tools are developed for monitoring of network devices which are not directly accessible from university/organization ISP e.g., certain subnets in classes, laboratories, offices, etc. The design of basic software package is depicted in Fig. 4(a) where detailed architectures of UPnP control point and controlled device are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. The UPnP client software for network end-user devices was developed in Linux operating system using standard C/C++ programming language. For ease in the implementation, libupnp and boost libraries were used. The libupnp is open-source libraries for implementation of UPnP features which are
compliant with UPnP device architecture v1.0. While the boost libraries make easier the implementation of networking tasks. A kernel module was also developed in C programming language that tracks changes in the operational state of device. The role of kernel module is very important in understanding why a network device became unreachable. The developed kernel module can effectively detects if the device received sleep or shutdown instruction or if its battery is low or if the network or power cable is disconnected. It immediately notifies the UPnP monitoring server on gateway device (i.e., switch/router) which in turn sends email notification to network administrator.

4.7. UPnP Monitoring Server for Gateway Devices in Labs and Offices

The UPnP monitoring server was also developed in Linux operating system using standard C/C++ programming language along with libupnp and boost libraries. It implements monitoring functionalities and a mail client to send email notifications to network administrator. The UPnP enables monitoring server on gateway devices (e.g., switches, routers) to seamlessly and automatically discover network end-user devices and track their operational status through kernel module on them. It is worth to mention that each network device has a subscription expiry time at the monitoring server. If a network device stops functioning due to unknown reasons and could not notify monitoring server, the monitoring server will ultimately know it upon the expiry of its UPnP subscription period. Thus, the whole monitoring process works autonomously and seamlessly without requiring any specific attention from the user.

5. Evaluation of Proposed System

The proposed network monitoring and management system is applicable for any large size organization. However, experimental evaluations were performed considering a complex large-size university network. Fig. 9(a) depicts network topology programmed in Nagios. It assumes that all these devices are network switches or routers or other devices which are directly accessible from the university ISP. For experimentation purpose, CISCO switches with the support of SNMP were used. These switches can be manually configured and services (e.g., ICMP PING, SNMP, SSH, etc) can be enabled on them. At present, experiments are based on ICMP PING service which is enabled on all devices in network topology. Fig. 9(a) depicts that university network consists of four campuses where each campus consists of five departments (i.e., civil, computer, electrical, mechanical and software engineering departments). These departments in Fig. 9(a) are entry level routers or switches. Each department can have different private sub-networks which can be classrooms, laboratories and offices. Fig. 9(a) depicts that all switches/routers are up and running except Lab1873 and Lab4521.

Nagios was configured with 10 seconds interval to probe presence of network devices. It declares a device in ‘soft error state’ when unreachable in the first attempt. Nagios was also configured with 10 total failed attempts before declaring a device in ‘hard error state’. To verify the correct functioning, two CISCO switches (i.e., Lab1873 and Lab4521) were made unavailable (either by disconnecting network cable or unplugging switch power supply). Nagios was working correctly and declared both switches ‘down’ as can be observed in Fig. 9(a). The configured probe interval (i.e., 10 seconds) should be chosen based on the requirement of organization. It is worth to mention that it is directly linked with monitoring system traffic overhead. The repeated attempts (i.e., 10 attempts) before declaring a device in ‘hard error state’ plays an important role in preventing false notifications due to packet loss or glitch in the network.

When Nagios declares a device as ‘down’, it sends out notification that generates a ticket in RT. It can be observed in Fig. 9(b) that tickets were generated for both down switches (i.e., Lab1873 and Lab4521) in ‘University Network Monitoring’ queue in RT. The network administrator has pre-specified deadline of 1 hour to resolve the issue otherwise another notification is sent out to next responsible person based on priority and so on. It is also possible that a network administrator disowns the ticket if he feels unable to resolve a specific network issue. Such ticket can be owned by other users on RT based on their skills and capabilities. It was also observed that Nagios sends out notification when a faulty/unreachable device recovers back. To this aim, switch Lab2121 in computer engineering department of campus-3 was made unreachable (i.e., disconnected its network cable) and then its connectivity issue was resolved again. It can be observed in Fig. 9(b) that a ticket was also generated in RT based on the resolve notification sent by Nagios. As specified in Section 4.2, additional contacts can also be defined in Nagios who will receive notifications based on specified state changes e.g., a top level responsible person. Fig. 10 depicts email notification sent by Nagios to top level responsible person when switch Lab4521 (i.e., in electrical engineering department in city campus) recovers back. Nagios also provides detailed device/host state information as depicted in Fig. 11. It shows how long a device has been in its present state, is it soft state or hard state, time of last status check, any notifications sent out, etc.

Experiments were also performed for developed UPnP based software tools. For the sake of simplicity and availability of equipment, the UPnP monitoring server was executed on a low-power Raspberry Pi v2 and located inside the local network. However, the monitoring server software is portable enough and can be easily cross-compiled for embedded processors of network switches and routers. The UPnP zero-configuration, auto-discovery and seamless networking features were also verified. As soon as a new device is attached to the network, the UPnP monitoring server immediately detects it and tracks its operational
Figure 9: Interaction between Nagios and RT: (a) Map of the network monitored by Nagios, (b) Tickets generated in RT when state of any network device changes.
status with the help of kernel module. All operations are autonomous without requiring any user attention or input. Further, the developed UPnP based tools are very flexible and do not cause any interoperability or integration issues between devices from different manufacturers. It was observed that the UPnP based monitoring system is very scalable and also adapts to dynamic changes in the network (e.g., new devices added or existing devices disconnected from the network).

To test the functionalities of UPnP monitoring server, a network device i.e., a PC was put into standby state. The kernel module in UPnP client software immediately tracked it and notified to the UPnP monitoring server. Based on the configurations, the UPnP monitoring server sent out email notification to network administrator informing about the network problem. Similarly, a resolve email notification was sent out when the network device recovered back and a message was received from its kernel module. The experimental tests were also successfully performed by disconnecting the network cable of a device. In this case, the UPnP monitoring server performed decisions based on subscription expiry (i.e., device is unreachable) and renewal (i.e., device has recovered and renewed its subscription). The UPnP based monitoring system provides more flexibility as it is supported by plethora of heterogeneous devices including PCs, printers, scanners, copiers, routers, switches, etc.

The communication overhead is normally considered most critical factor for network monitoring and management systems. High overhead may consume available bandwidth and impair routine network operations. Thus, communication overhead was measured for the proposed UPnP based network monitoring system. The experiment lasted 12 minutes during which UPnP client on a network device registered with UPnP monitoring server, registered an action, notified its power/operational state, stayed in idle state and finally de-registered with UPnP monitoring server. Fig. 12 depicts traffic overhead considering average packet size and total number of packets exchanged during different UPnP events. It was observed that most packets were very small in size (i.e., periodic presence advertisements and subscription renewals during steady state). The infrequent packets which were exchanged during discovery/registration and de-registration phases were big in size due to carrying complete device description in XML format. Fig. 13 provides more clarity by depicting the total number of Bytes exchanged during different UPnP events.

The communication overhead was also analyzed in terms of real-information inside each packet, additional overhead
due to XML formatting, additional overhead due to packet headers and total overhead due to UPnP semantics. It can be observed in Fig. 13 that device advertisement, registration and de-registration generate significant overhead due to exchange of multiple packets and download of complete device and service descriptions. However, such packets are very infrequent. During steady state, packets are very small in size and have less overhead Bytes. It can be observed that the UPnP overhead is not significantly high to impair routine network operations. This confirms the suitability of proposed UPnP based monitoring system for local network devices.

The proposed monitoring system is expected to be a part of the organization’s network. Like existing devices, the additional devices and servers used by the monitoring system will also be protected by the organization’s existing firewall, VPN or other security system. However, most organizations are vulnerable to insider attacks e.g., a PC compromised by a malware installed through spear phishing email. The presence probe messages in proposed monitoring system do not carry any critical device specific information. Therefore, eavesdropping on such messages does not raise any major privacy concern. Through eavesdropping, the attacker may identify that a monitoring system exists that probes presence of devices and services. If such packets (e.g., ICMP PING, SNMP, etc) are dropped by the attacker, the proposed monitoring system can easily detect it as the specific device or service will become unreachable. This will trigger email notifications from the monitoring server alerting network administrator about the issue. Note that such insider attack scenarios are very rare in practice as organizations/industries normally have effective security system detecting and preventing cyber attacks. Thus, monitoring system does not need a separate security mechanism but instead operates under the protection of an organization’s existing security system.

6. Conclusions & Future Work

Network monitoring and management is always a challenging task for large organizations with complex network topology. It is tedious for network engineers/administrators to manually check the operational state of hundreds or potentially thousands of devices in the network topology. Even, a network fault for few hours can cause significant financial loss to the organization along with the loss of customers satisfaction. Many organizations still have complaint system where an employee/customer/client registers a complaint about network connectivity before the network administrators start troubleshooting. Network fault reporting, identification and fixing could become much faster with the design of an automatic network monitoring and management system.

This paper presented an automated network monitoring and management system that eases the responsibilities of network administrators with the goal of keeping servers and devices operational 24/7. The proposed system is intelligent enough to quickly identify faulty/problematic device, its location and impact on rest of the network. It immediately notifies the network administrator via email as soon as a network problem arises. The proposed system offers portability, dynamic network scalability and does not cause interoperability and integration issues between plethora of heterogeneous devices from different manufacturers. Further, all the monitoring functionalities are continuous and automatic without requiring any specific input or attention from the administrator. Further, the proposed system provides flexibility for network administrators. If the administrator is busy and does not resolve network fault/problem within pre-specified deadline, a new email notification is sent to the next responsible person in the priority list and so on. The unique features and their experimental validation prove the significance of proposed network monitoring and management system.

This paper addressed the proposed system for a large university network as a use case example. However, it is equally applicable for other organizations. In current implementations, the UPnP based monitoring software is not interfaced/integrated with RT. Future work will focus on further improvement where each notification from UPnP based monitoring system will generate a ticket in RT. This
will further increase the scope of proposed network monitoring and management system.
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